Overview
In an e-business environment, data volumes grow at an exponential rate and the demands that come from having to assure service availability, business continuity, and to comply with regulatory compliance objectives, are becoming increasingly critical and complex.

Housed at our Tier III+ data centre, Hosted Storage service in our Infrastructure as a Service series is designed for high availability with redundancy features and boasts enterprise-grade network security. Our multi-tier services provide different optional levels of support that can meet your various storage requirements. By tapping into our elastic storage capacity with continuous monitoring and management, this subscription based service is a cost effective solution that will easily supplement your storage system, and turn complexity in managing data into flexibility in storage resource utilisation with no upfront capital investment.

Features & Benefits

Highly Available Storage Infrastructure
- With the power of NTT Com Asia’s fully redundant storage infrastructure design, enterprise-class storage service arrays are delivered in a highly available and reliable manner
- The high availability of data enhances efficiencies and business continuity, allowing rapid recovery in the event of disaster

Increased Flexibility with Fast Provisioning
- Data can be classified and stored by their performance, which enables proactive capacity planning, thereby improving time to the market and bringing cost reduction benefits
- Flexible storage options by performance levels at your choice, helping meet various business needs in terms of speed and capacity
- Dedicated disk options are also available for customers with performance or specific RAID group requests

Paramount Security
- Dedicated storage network with multi-pronged security protocols such as data isolation, authentication, secure disk retention measures, with management by qualified professionals safeguarding your data and resources

Increased Manageability
- Centralised storage management greatly improves the efficiency of resources management, and in a cost-effective way, allowing storage to be scalable on demand as per your storage requirements

Reduced Total Cost of Ownership
- The flexi-provisioning of data storage services allows you to pay only for the storage you use, requiring no upfront investment costs on capital investment. Its tiered storage improves efficiency and saves costs for data retention
Service Index

Global Connectivity
- Arcstar™ Global IP-VPN
- Arcstar™ Global e-VLAN
- Arcstar™ Global Leased Line
- Global Internet VPN
- IPv6 and IPv4 Transit
- Content Delivery Network
- Global TeleConference Service

Data Centre
- NTT Communications Hong Kong Data Centre
- Business Resumption Centre

Enterprise Hosting
- Cloud Hosting
  - Global Virtualization Service
  - Virtual Desktop
  - Virtual Infrastructure Hosting
- Virtual Server Hosting
  - Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
  - Dedicated Hosting
  - Hosted Storage
  - Enterprise Backup
  - SSL-VPN Gateway

Managed Services

Integrated Solutions
- Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity Plan

IP Connectivity
- SecureNet IP-VPN
- vIP-Net Premium Internet Service
- Internet Leased Line
- Commercial Broadband

Data Centre
- HKNet Kwai Chung Data Centre

Cloud Hosting
- Virtual Server Hosting
- Web Hosting

Cloud Applications
- TeamWorks Web Collaboration Service
- SecureFence Email Filtering Service
- SecureVault Online Backup Solution

Managed Services

Integrated Solutions
- vIP-Hosting
- vIPSec HK Gateway